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4 SOCIAL MARKETING

PREFACE

Way back in 1996, while serving Frederick Institute of Technology, Nicosia, Cyprus as a visiting professor,
I got an opportunity to present my paper entitled ‘Advertising Effectiveness in Social Marketing’ at the Marketing
Education Group Conference held in Glasgow, Scotland. This helped me in perceiving the relevance of this subject
to the modern society. I wrote a number of articles and papers for dailies, magazines and journals of repute,
on issues like: Should  We Market Education? Polythene: A Big Environmental Hazard, Change for What? New
Wave Civilisation, Privatisation of Education: Strategic Issues in Social Advertising, Strategic Issues for Medicare
Services, Rurbanisation, Emerging Dimensions of Social Marketing, Activism in Parenthood, Social Audit of
Sex Workers; to mention a few. This simplified the task of identifying the emerging trends in the policy decisions
of almost all types of organisations and quantifying the apparent effects of their strategic decisions on socio-
cultural confrontation vis-a-vis environment pollution.

We accept that both the goods manufacturing and service generating organisations have considerably contributed
to the process of economic transformation but at the same time cannot hesitate to mention that their policy decisions
have been engineering a sound foundation for social tension and dissension, cultural pollution, ethical degeneration,value
erosion, racial discrimination and so on. If negative effects of economic development start establishing an edge
over their positive contributions, the development processes need a microscopic audit. Our plans, policies and
strategies need a social orientation. The existing race in the society for increasing the material assets, if not slowed
down, is to jeopardise the time tested norms for the survival of social system. While promoting consumerism,
we cannot underestimate the side-effects of goods or services marketed by the organisations of today. It is only
not sufficient that discussions for subserving social interests continue to take place in the boardrooms of corporations.
It is much more impact generating that almost all types of organisations conceptualise the social marketing principles
in a right fashion.

The concept ‘Social Marketing’ is, of course, based on the holistic concept of management (Siemens Review
1/1990). It necessitates a change in the organisational attitude since in addition to the generation of profits, an
organisation is also supposed to serve the public interests. The policy decisions, no doubt, pave avenues for profit
generation but at the same time also make it essential that marketing decisions are not to generate social, cultural,
ethical and environmental problems. The principles of social marketing need to be practised by both the profit
making or not-for-profit making organisations. No doubt in it that the developed countries have started evincing
their interests in social marketing but the developing countries like ours are yet to realise the gravity of the emerging
problems and evolving developments.

If we consider organisations a social product, the corporate policymakers have no option but to make ways
for social orientation in their policy decisions since the very existence of an organisation is considerably governed
by the sensitivity of social system.

Of late, a majority of the goods manufacturing industries have been found generating numerous problems.
The smoke generating industries in particular are found very much instrumental in polluting the environment.
The vulnerable industries like cement, steel, leather, plastic, electronics and  et.al., have contributed sizably to
the pollution of environment. The automobile industry has not been found very much serious to the environmental
problem. The fast food industry has been found generating health problems. While producing, packing, packaging
and advertising almost all the industries ignore socio-cultural and environmental considerations. The commercial
advertisements in particular have been found energising the tidal wave of pop culture. The kids, teens and youths
are found very much fascinated by the western culture and the westernised commercial advertising campaigns
appear to be the main culprit. The social marketing principles make an advocacy in favour of culturally sound,
environmentally friendly, socially and culturally acceptable marketing decisions.

Not only the goods manufacturing industries but even the service generating industries are found ignoring
social interests. The privately managed educational institutions have been setting their fee structure exorbitantly
and the government schools and colleges are almost in a depleted condition. The multidimensional medicare and
health care services in almost all the areas, e.g., supplying safe drinking water, making available sanitation facilities
to masses, managing the family planning programme and offering medicare services are virtually facing the problem
of managerial deficiency. The defunct organisations and their poor services necessitate the application of the principles
of social marketing.
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Of course, the industrial transformation programmes have sizably contributed to the economic transformation
process but the problems like global warming, air pollution, water contamination, noise pollution, environment
degradation are the side effects showing red, green and amber signals to the existence and well-being of living
beings in general and the human beings in particular. The social marketing principles would help both the formal
and informal organisations in having an innovative strategy for afforestation which would be efficacious in countering
the multidimensional problems.

We welcome the inventions and innovations in communication which are found active in building a super
highway for transforming the globe into a village. Of course, the sophisticated communication technologies have
benefited the transverse sections of the society in many ways but at the same time socio-cultural and ethical degeneration
seems to be an unpleasant development. To be more specific the telecast media and specially the private TV channels
are found accountable for aggravating these social evils. This draws our attention on the marketing of mass media
so that telecast media, broadcast media, newspapers and magazines make sincere efforts to bring the derailed social
system back on the rail. The moment we start talking about social advertising we find them playing an incremental
role by inculcating mass awareness and motivating the prospects. In the same context, we find commercial advertisements
making an invasion on our culture.

The present book makes an attempt to conceptualise the principles of social marketing in almost all categories
of organisations. In the face of emerging negative trends in the business world, the organisations have no option
but to make possible an attitudinal change. The government as well as the private organisations are supposed
to assign an overriding priority to social interests in their policy and decision making processes. A fair blending
of three motives – profit generation, customer satisfaction and social orientation – appears essential to engineer
a sound nexus for justifying the existence of an organisation in the present volatile social environment. This is
an attempt to develop a text in some of the key areas found sensitive to activate the process of social transformation.

Professional excellence makes the ways for positive developments. We cannot negate that the professional
education the world over has been successful in developing managerial excellence since the decision makers of
today are found successful in serving the organisational interests. Willingly or unwillingly, they have also been
found sincere to explore avenues for the satisfaction of customers or users. At the same time, it is painful to
comment that almost all the organisations have miserably failed in subserving social interests. In addition to other
factors we find the existing system of education an important reason for degeneration in almost all the areas.
The educational institutions in general have failed in inculcating ethical values and resulting from which a big
threat to the value-addition process is apparent. Against this background, it is a crying need of the hour that
we synchronise professional excellence with ethics. Such an exercise would close doors for negative developments
vis-a-vis would make ways for the protection of social interests. It is in this context that the present book concentrates
on social, cultural, ethical, environmental considerations, found important to manage an organisation vis-a-vis
to conceptualise social orientation in a right fashion. The task is tough since the business environmental conditions
appear to be very rough.

The drama of marketing in politics is considerably influenced by the evolving changes. The political parties
need to use the services of marketing professionals so that the potential voters are transformed into habitual  voters
and creativity in the promotional measures keep on moving the process of transformation of even the non-voters
into actual voters.

The mistakes committed by us in the past such as non-optimal industrialisation, blind deforestation, unplanned
afforestation, population explosion, noise pollution, social tension and dissensions, war and war-like situations
engineer a sound foundation for natural and man-made disasters which requires services of Red Cross and the
marketing professionals need to make it possible.

Of course a majority of the NGOs are dominated by the social-climbers and we promote them for our personal
interest. The principles of social marketing would make a strong advocacy in favour of subserving the social
interests but at the same time, would also favour self-supporating NGOs so that the mounting misuses of government
grants and increasing intervention of bureaucrats and politicians are checked.

Professional excellence is an effective prescription to counter the problem of managerial deficiency in an
organisation. The State Government has the constitutional responsibility of safeguarding  and protecting an individual
or an institution. Like other Government Departments, the Police Department also faces the image problem.
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The increasing Cases of kidnapping, smuggling, drug trafficking, theft, robbery, housebreaking, sexual harassment
etc., makes it clear that the Police Department has not been functioning well. The conceptualisation of social
marketing principles can counter the problems obstructing the smooth discharge of their functional responsibilities.

In today’s materialistic world, we need the right perception of religion, as its wrong perception has been
found harming the society and humanity in many ways. The religious organisations need to play a catalytic role
so that we find religion successful in promoting humanity, morality, fraternity and prosperity of society. The
Temples, Mosques, Gurudwaras and Churches are required to develop awareness of the common masses so that
religious services of innovative nature are found efficacious of arresting the multi-pronged social evils.

The conceptualisation of social marketing principles would open copious avenues for qualitative-cum-quantitative
transformation in the face of evolving changes and challenges, emerging trends and the existent threats in the
socio-cultural and economic systems of India and abroad.

The author acknowledges with sincere gratitude the cooperation of his friends and colleagues in preparing
this volume.

Department of Commerce and
Business Administration
L.N. Mithila University, S. M. JHA
Darbhanga, Bihar.
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The present system of economic transformation standing on the pillars of ITC and corporate culture and instrumental
in activating and reverberating the techniculture has made ways for a number of social evils. The conceptualisation
of social marketing with holistic approach would make an invasion on the degeneration process.

CHAPTER STRUCTURE

Introduction – Society: A Conceptual Framework – Emerging Social Issues – Broadening the Concept of Marketing
– Social Marketing: A Conceptual Framework – Dimensions of Social Marketing – Social Marketing: An
Approach to Planned Social Transformation – Social Marketing: Planning Process – Relevance of Social Marketing
– Implications of Change – Relationship Building in Social Marketing – Planning Mass Campaigns – Beneficiaries
Contact Programme – Attitudes of Beneficiaries – Marketing and Government Interfaces – Why should Marketing
be Involved in Social Activities? – Social Marketing vs. Managerial Marketing – Social Marketing in Indian
Business Environment – Summary – Key Terms – Discussion Questions – References

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

This chapter of the book sensitizes the readers to the various dimensions of social marketing. While going
through this chapter, the readers come to know about the basics of society and social marketing. Besides, it
will also help them in developing their awareness of the various dimensions of social marketing, implications
of change, study of beneficiaries and development of mass contact programme. Relationship building in social
marketing would provide to them a foundation for the conceptualisation of modern marketing principles in the
social services.

1
C
H
A
P
T
E
R

THE FOUNDATION OF
SOCIAL MARKETING
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INTRODUCTION

In an age of environmental disaster, population explosion, socio-cultural confrontation, tension and dissension;
we need to review the existent philosophy and policy for the present system of economic transformation, standing
on the pillars of advanced technology and activating the process of the generation of techniculture which has
helped sensing, sensitising, serving and satisfying customers and users but at the same time has also been instrumental
in inviting a number of social evils.

 Do we feel that development activities promoted during the 20 th century would open doors for protecting
and safeguarding social interests in the 21st century?

 Do we feel that the industrial development process of today would not engineer a sound foundation for
slow poisoning of the budding generations?

 Do we feel that positive effects of industrial transformation would benefit all segments of society?

 Do we feel that pollution of environment is not required to be regulated?

 Do we feel that the planet earth would remain safe for the present and coming generations?

In no case, the answer is to be positive. Of course, we welcome economic development, but our development
programmes should not pave ways for the long-term dangers. It is against this background that social scientists,
corporate boardrooms, management thinkers, environmentalists, business magnates, economic planners and others
are required to audit the negative effects of development plans, policies and strategies. If economic transformation
processes start paving ways for social dangers, the wave of development needs a new direction and the policy
decisions need a new vision.

Whatsoever the goods and services we include in our product mix should not promote social ills. We cannot
make an attack on commercial considerations but at the same time, we also need to make it sure that social,
cultural, ethical values remain untouched. We do not have any justification for promoting fast food industry adding
fat contents particularly when researches made the world over reveal that a majority of the food items served
by the national and multinational corporations contain properties to be injurious to the teens and youths developing
a temptation for the same. The hamburger, fried chicken and junk food are found gaining popularity which in
the long run will harm social interests. The edible oils containing fat contents increase cholesterol and aggravate
health problem. The industries producing skimmed milk and other milk produces are not serious to the health
problem. The problem aggravates further when these industries adopt aggressive marketing to promote their business.

The automobile, leather, cement, steel and almost all the smoke generating industries are aggravating the
problem of environmental pollution. The large scale uses of electronic wave and recycling process are found neglected.
The financial institutions in general and the public sector commercial banks and insurance corporations in particular
are not contributing substantially to the process of serving the low income segment. The social organisations,
religious organisations and even an organisation like Red Cross Cociety often fails in creating mass awareness
and subserving social interests.

Sooner or later, today or tomorrow; we have no option but to change our attitudes. Whatever we think for
the society; whatever we plan for the society; whatever we produce for the society and whatever we market in
the society must be instrumental in subserving and promoting social interests. This necessitates an indepth study
of multidimensional changes found in the society. We study the changing natural environment, changing social
attitudes and the behavioural patterns, hierarchy of needs and the lifestyles and expect that corporate boardrooms
and strategists bring an attitudinal change. If we consider society as a combinations of cultural products of the
society; it is pertinent that social interests get top properity.

The contours of development, no doubt, have undergone radical changes particularly during the 21 st century.
The customers are now more conscious and organized and the intensity of competition is found galloping. This
has paved ways for the development of marketing activities so that the customers and users remain satisfied. We
find customers the focal point around which all the marketing activities cluster. The principles of modern marketing
are now practised by almost all the organisations. What to talk of the profit making organisations when we find
even non-profit making organisations making ways for the implementation of marketing principles. The holistic
concept of management is found influencing the policy and decision makers. The competition is found fierce,
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the techniculture is making ways for the robot culture and the commercial considerations have started establishing
an edge over the social considerations. This necessitates a sound foundation for activating social interests, promoting
values and strengthening the base for the development of a value-based society. The marketing decisions need
a fair synchronisation of profit, customer and society which may sharpen the instrumentality of professional excellence.

Of late, we find social approach to marketing occupying a place of outstanding significance. The study of
marketing from a total social systems perspective becomes significant to counter the side effects of efforts made
for socio-economic transformation particularly during the 20 th century. The discipline of social marketing is found
to be an emerging discipline not only in India but the world over. The management thinkers, with the increasing
application of the holistic concept of management, experienced it essential to study the impact of marketing on
the quality of life; marketing and community affairs; marketing and social problems; invasion on poverty and
backwardness; opportunity of developing the human capital; development of value-oriented communities; quality
and protection of environment, expansion of job opportunities and due consideration for the weaker/sections society
in the name of societal consideration. The uses of marketing knowledge, concepts and techniques to protect and
promote social ends make possible an increase in the purview of social marketing than that of managerial marketing.
This refers to the study of markets and marketing activities with a total social system. A transformation from
managerial orientation to social orientation is the main theme that we find in the social marketing and it is against
this background that we find need for application of the concept by all types of organisations irrespective of
the fact that they work for making profits or for serving and subserving the society. Any organisations cannot
be spared from the responsibility of safeguarding social interests because unless we find society prospering; the
survival and prosperity of even profit making organisations would remain uncertain.

Markeing for promoting the social interests is the main theme that we find in the social marketing. We find
so many experts going through the problem of social marketing, such as Lazar and Kelley (1973), Judith Graham
(1989), Pollay Richard W and Gallaghar Katherine (1990), Chan-Chifai (1991), Jennings, Kenneth M (1993),
Bagozzi Richard P. and Moor, David (1994), Garfield Bob (1995) and many others considering society as a focal
point for the development of an organisation in the changing perspectives. It is high time that organisations either
producing goods or generating services; either working with the motto of making profits or working to promote
social interests assign due weightage to social or societal marketing. This would help organisations in achieving
their mission because they would be efficacious of justifying their existence for the protection and promotion
of social cause. Whatever the social evils that we find in the society would not only be removed but there would
be formation of society based on values, humanism, eupatty and pessonal philanthropy which would be effective
in the protection and promotion of organisational and social interests.

In the present corporate world, the marketing professionals are supposed to play a dual role. The first task
before them is to make possible an attack on the social evils by generating mass awareness. This focus on social
advertising to be practiced by organisations in general and the leading manufacturing organisations in particular.
And the second task before them is to close doors for such marketing decisions which directly or indirectly pollute
natural environment. The crying need of the hour is to practice the same in the policy and managerial decisions.
In a true sense, the managerial decisions need a direct link with social orientation.

A large number of service generating organisation engaged in the formation of social capital, such as educational
institutions, hospitals and health care centres, political and religious organisation, non-governmental organisation,
civic and municipal bodies need a change in their vision. They need to market their services in the face of social
marketing principles. The task of formulating human capital rests on their vision. They need to market their services
in the socio-economic systems. The increasing domination of globalisation and liberalisation and the mounting impact
of new generation of technology make it essential that we produce and develop human resources to be globally
productive. The ethos and values are considered to be essential for the development of holistic personality to face
the life in totality. It is against this background that non-profit organisations need to make it sure that their plans
for the development of human resources have been formulated in the face of evolving changes and challenges.

In the developing countries like ours, we find high insensitivity towards the management of industrial waste.
The defined principles of social marketing make it essential that organisations while producing and promoting
do not forget the problem of management of waste. The materials used for packaging and their recycling appear
to be a critical problem requiring an immediate solution. In the context of service generating organisations, the
hospital and health care centres are not serious and sincere to the problem of medical and bio-medical waste.
In tune with the principles of social marketing, it is pertinent that government or private hospitals and clinics
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make possible scientific management of their wastes. The communication services need due attention on promotion
because we find a direct invasion on our culture. Advertising promoting cultural pollution can’t be a healthy
development.

We cannot negate the fact that unplanned development has been making ways for the emergence of a number
of social, cultural, economic and environmental problems. Of course, we appreciate the positive contributions
of industrial economy towards transformation of national economy but at the same time also need to audit the
side effects. The professionalised application of social marketing principles would counter the side effects.

SOCIETY: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Since we go through the problem of social marketing; it is pertinent that at the very outset, our focus is
on the concept and perception of society.

It is important to mention that the functional areas for society include in its purview not only the problems of
human beings but of all living beings. There are animal societies of many degrees. The remarkable social organisations,
such as the ants, the bees the hornets etc. Wherever there is life; there is society because life means heredity1 and
can arise only out of and in the presence of other life.

The perception of society is thus found related to the development of a system that provides a healthy environment
to all the living beings to survive and thrive. Of course, we can live with pleasure to enjoy with satisfaction
and to leave the planet earth safe and pleasant to the coming generations because life can arise only out of and
in the presence of other life. If we think about social transformation; if we talk about social development and
welfare; it is related with the development and prosperity of all the living beings. It is against this background
that social problems also focus on ecological balance, problem of environmental pollution, deforestation, protection
of forest, promotion of afforestation programmes considering the fact these developments would help protecting
and promoting social interests.

EMERGING SOCIAL ISSUES

After developing a conceptual framework of the society, we concentrate our attention on the emerging social
issues. Each one of us have been experiencing the harmful effects of industrial transformation which has engineered
a sound foundation for the development of national economy but at the same time has also been instrumental
in promoting materialism. The disintegration of social system and the emergence of the concept of a micro family,
increasing social tension and dissension; falling respect for elderly people in a family, degeneration in the quality
of living conditions are some of reasons for an increase in the social evils. We find masses facing a large number
of problems. The increasing domination of materialism has been found making an attack on humanism and ultimately
the collapse of social system. In the development process we have failed in adopting a code for regulating the
behavioural patterns and transforming the attitude as the social tension is found mounting even without a gap.
The departure of social values from the social environment is obstructing the process of developing quality people.

The smoke-generating industries have speeded up the process of industrial development but the negative effects
are found establishing an edge over the positive effects. The problem of pollution of natural environment is found
at its peak and an important reason responsible for the same is unplanned industrialisation. The automobile leather,
cement, glass, plastic industries and many others are found contributing substantially to the degeneration process.
In addition, eco-unfriendly packaging materials has been aggravating the intensity of problem. The use of atomic
power for electricity is also an important problem because the ashes are not managed properly. The problem of
global warming is found engineering a strong foundation for the slow poisoning of the budding generations. The
prediction of a scientist is very alarming that by 2040 AD, India could face a 6 cm decrease in rainfall and consequently
a fall in rice. Malaria, cholera, dengue fever, scarce rainfall, receding glaciers, inundation of coastal areas leading
to brackish water increase, affecting fisheries, fall in teak production, deplacement of 7 million people due to
inundation are some of the serious problems before the Indian subcontinent.2 An important reason for these negative
developments is unplanned process of industrialisation. We had 3000 years of agricultural revolution, followed
by 300 years of industrial revolution which is now turning sour. If we fail to make our development plans friendly
to the environment, the planet earth would not remain safe for all the living beings and the existence of present
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society would be in danger.

An industrialized society, of course, activates the process of economic transformation but the increasing domination
of materialism, changing attitudes and behavioural patterns make ways for the development of a large number
of social evils. In the modern corporate culture, we find temptation for western culture. The fast food in gaining
popularity though the products are found injurious to the consumers. The use of cosmetics has been creating skin
problems. The emerging TV culture and the increasing craze of teens for cyber culture has been making place
for a number of social ills. The increasing temptation for corporate culture has been playing a commanding role
in the disintegration of family. The pub and tidal wave of disco culture are found derailing the budding generation.

A significant increase in deforestation has been promoting global warming. The problem of population explosion
has been increasing demand for timber. The socialisation and commercialisation of afforestation would be helpful
in countering the problem of environmental disaster. The increased demand for house and fuel purposes draw
our attention on afforestation. In addition to the fulfillment of multifaceted problems, the afforestation would
also be efficacious of maintaining the ecological balance.

Population explosion is found emerging as a major social problem. The family welfare measures are not
providing the desired result. The death rate, of course, is found controlled but the birth rate is yet to be optimal.
Our publicity campaigns are becoming insensitive. The poor rate of literacy is considered to be an important
reason for the fast increasing population but this is not the only reason as we find poverty and political considerations
also obstructing the process of control. On the one hand we find literate people adopting the family planning
measures while on the other hand the illiterate masses appear disinterested because it is likely to affect their economic
condition which they improve with the help of their working children. The long-term impact of the continuing
trend is to be alarming as there would be domination of illiterate and backward people on the literate and academically
sound. This would create a vicious circle of poverty and backwardness which would increase the rate of crime.

The problem of illiteracy is found inviting a large number of the allied problems. The increasing rate of
dropouts in the rural schools makes it clear that our policies for removing illiteracy are not commensurate with
the changing scenario. We need to streamline the system of education in such a fashion that in addition to an
increase in the rate of literacy, we also succeed in developing human resources in tune with the changing global
requirements. In a true sense, the rate of formation of human capital is required to be increased which is not
possible without a structural transformation. The educational institutions in general have to make ways for developing
thematically sound, personally committed, human-oriented and value-based people so that the government and
private organisations get quality people.

The basic civic amenities and facilities, such as safe drinking water, sanitation, medicare, education, transportation
are non-optimal to the increasing requirements. We cannot deny that increasing rate of population is an important
reason for such an imbalance but at the same time the policy and strategic decisions also lack professionalism
and we cannot deprive the society of the required civic amenities. The workings of government departments generating
and offering the civic amenities need personal touch and professional excellence.

If we consider society an amalgam of all the living beings, it is quite natural that we think of the emerging
problems not only before the human beings but also before the insects, birds helping us in maintaining the ecological
balance. The increasing deforestation has created an alarming situation. The problem of water contamination is so
grave that birds, fishes, animals and other species face the problem of their survival. It is right to mention that
unplanned industrialisation is an important reason for water contamination. The availability of potable water to the
society is essential to counter the problem of health hazards as the water-prone diseases can considerably be minimized.
In addition to other steps for controlling the contamination of water, we also need to generate mass awareness.

The political leaders bear the responsibility of making policies resulting into the development and welfare
of society. This makes it essential that political parties and leaders make an audit of their ideologies. With the
passage of time, we find a major degeneration in the ethical dimensions which has considerably been influencing
the welfare and development activities. This draws our attention on marketing politics. The political leaders representing
the political parties need professional excellence. The merchandising and commercialisation of politics need a
departure. The task of promoting social welfare activities would be much more difficult if the political parties
are not influenced by political ethics.

The increasing insensitivity in the government departments makes it essential that the Non-government
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organisations (NGOs) play an important role. In the developed countries, we find them making a significant contribution
to the development and welfare activities. The Red Cross has been found protecting and promoting social interests.
In the Indian perspective, we find NGOs presenting a very gloomy picture. A majority of them work only on
papers and are controlled by social climbers. It is lack of professional excellence that stands as a major barrier.

Of late, we find corporate sector dominating a large number of areas which has been making ways for the
development of corporate culture. We find lifestyles substantially influenced by the development process. Globalisation
of economy has been paving avenues for the globalisation of fashion, culture and civilisation. It is in this context
that we find a large-scale transformation of housewife into working ladies. The kids and teens are neglected.
The day-care culture is found flourishing and making ways for the development of day-care centers. The parental
affection carries no meaning in the present social system.

In addition to other problems, the contracting small savings has also been influencing the process of financial
resource mobilisation in an adverse way. The increasing impact of consumerism is found working hard for availing
the amenities and facilities for comforts. This has made possible a fall in the rate of small savings. We do not
find it a positive sign as the continuous process is to minimise the rate of capital formation. We need a balance
in our domestic capital depending on small savings. This would inculcate a sense of mass participation in the
development process. The media and financial agents need to promote small savings.

Recently, we find even the religious organisations practising marketing. This is due mainly to the fact that
we find a majority of us facing different types of problems. The government departments and the voluntary social
organisations significantly contribute to the process of social transformation which would include in its purview
promotion of social interests and countering the natural calamities by offering assistance.

Of course, we appreciate grandiose achievements of human resources in the field of scientific and technological
innovations which have led to an upsurge of industrialisation, urbanisation, proliferation of consumer goods and
opportunity to achieve materialistic gains but the establishment of small affluent islands around the vast sea of
backwardness is not our motive. The masses, of late, have been facing colossal problems of depletion of natural
resources, contamination of water, shortage of unmanageable domestic waste of those resources which are found
to be environmentally hazardous. In a true sense, we now feel that development process is exerting a major pressure
on nature which is found slowing down the development results having a welfare orientation. We need to be
instrumental in the impoverishment of not only the human beings but all the living beings so that the ecological
balance is maintained.

Improving the quality of environment requires top priority. It is not only essential that we activate the process
of development. It bears an analogous importance that our development efforts are environment friendly. Large-
scale destruction of forest and vegetable cover, contamination of water and noise and air pollution are found
harming social interests. According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) estimates, 7.3 million hectares
of the world’s tropical forests disappear each year. If we start making an intervention in the natural order and
system, the entire process and almost all the systems would collapse. It is against this background that a change
in the direction and vision of development is essential. We cannot negate that we are paying a very high economic
cost on environmental degradation which is mainly due to unplanned industrialisation and professional deficiency.
The total cost of deforestation due to environment is 5,672 to 13,758 million per year which would increase
further, if the process of maintaining the ecological balance is delayed.

In addition, we are crediting tension and dissension, cultural pollution, ethical degeneration and social disorder
to our actions which would Considesably harm social interests. It is high time that we make an audit of the development
results and make sincere and honest efforts to resolve the emerging social problems. The emerging social issues
need a time honoured redressal.

 We find the society on the brink of environmental disaster.

 We find establishment of small affluent islands around the vast sea of backwardness creating a big socio-
economic gap.

 The masses appear inviting activism in parenthood and on that account the birth rate is yet to be optimal.

 A majority of the population face scarcity of safe drinking water.

 We also lack adequate sanitation facilities.
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 We find a majority of the educational institutions making a (goodbye) to ethical dimensions.

 A majority of our population lack even essential medicare.

 We find communication organisations making an invasion on our culture.

 The small investors are found disinterested in promoting small savings.

 The afforestation programmes lack professionalised efforts.

 The political parties and political leaders lack ethics.

 The NGOs are dominated by social climbers.

 The Red Cross society has been found misusing funds.

 An invasion on ethical balance cannot be negated.

 The boardrooms and strategists are not serious to the social problems as they lack emp athy and personal
philanthropy.

 The increasing domination of corporate sector is changing our lifestyles which deprive the kids and teens
of getting parental affection. The day care is gaining popularity.

The aforesaid facts are a staunch testimony to the proposition that the well established social systems are
collapsing. It is in this context that we make a strong advocacy in favour of social marketing. The study of marketing
from a total social system perspective becomes essential to resolve the social problems. We need to increase the
impact of marketing on the quality of life; marketing and community affairs, marketing and social problems;
invasion on poverty and backwardness, opportunity of developing human capital; provision of quality health care
facilities, time honoured education and training, and expansion of of job opportunities. This necessitates an attitudinal
change. The uses of marketing concept, knowledge and techniques to protect and promote social ends need due
weightage. A transformation from the managerial orientation to social orientation is the main theme that we find
in the social marketing. All the organisations working with the motto of making profits or subserving social interests
would find social marketing principles useful. The positive effects of economic transformation have to establish
an edge over the negative effects which would be possible if the principles of social marketing are conceptualized.

BROADENING THE CONCEPT OF MARKETING

Gone are the days when the instrumentality of marketing remained confined only to the development and
prosperity of profit making organisations. With the passage of time, the contours of development have undergone
radical changes. A change in the functional character of almost all categories of organisatations, frequent inventions
and innovations in the field of transportation and communication have opened new vistas for an increase in the
levels of expectations of customers and users. This paved avenues for broadening the concept of marketing so
that not only the business sector but the non-business sector too gets an opportunity to improve the quality of
services. Since the organisations conceptualising and promoting marketing principles started establishing an edge
over those managed and marketed traditionally, it was but natural that like the business sector, the non-business
sector also practises modern marketing principles. The developed countries have already been according an overriding
priority to the conceptualisation process which has helped them in increasing the number of satisfied group of
users. It is high time that the developing countries like ours also broaden the concept of marketing.

A shift from managerial and profit orientation to social orientation is found existent which is gaining popularity
the world over. The holistic concept of management made ways for protecting and promoting the social interests
because it was realized that unless the professionals keep marketing practices moving around the society; the task
of increasing the number of satisfied group of customers and users would remain unfulfilled. A major change
in vision and direction of the development in the marketing discicpline occurred during the 1960s. During the
decades, 1940s and 1950s, we find sole orientation on the managerial thrust. The discipline of marketing management
evolved with the increasing focus on sales and profits.

A different perspective of marketing has currently emerged. The justification of marketing is now sought
in a social context as well as a corporate one. The instrumentality of marketing professionals in areas like urban
development, education and training, health and welfare, quality of life, reduction of pollution and civil rights,
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role of political parties, non-government organisations, government police department, trade unions and even the
religious organisations is gaining popularity day by day in almost all countries of the globe. It is right to mention
that the hidden motive behind applications of marketing principles by the non-profit organisations or the non-
business sector is not one hundred per cent altruistic or non-economic because the conceptualisation process helps
the concerned organisations in getting the desired results in the long run which can be re-channelised for promoting
the interests of society. Unless an organisation is financially sound, we cannot think about its positive contributions
to the welfare and development of society. It was virtually against this background that management thinkers
started conceptualising marketing even in the non-business sector. We cannot negate that main theme in marketing
is related to satisfaction which is not to be possible without the application of modern marketing principles. Marketing
is now faced with increasingly new social consideration which made ways for the development of social marketing
as a new discipline.

An organisation or an individual facing the image problem finds it difficult to thrive and survive. Of late
we find a majority of the non-business organisations facing the image problem which has been making an assault
on their potentials. The conceptualisation of marketing would improve the quality of services. Since the generation
process would improve the face of increasing levels of expectation of users; the task of increasing the satisfied
group would naturally be made easier. This in the long run would increase the potentials of non-business organisations
which would make them more efficacious of serving and subserving the social interests. Since a majority of them
have been facing the problem of professional deficiency, it is essential that they make use of the services of marketing
professionals having world class excellence. The management gurus feel that conceptualisation of marketing would
open doors for increasing their contributions to the social transformation process. Not only this, the process would
also make the organisations financially and potentially sound to serve the masses. The tarnished image thus would
be fair.

In figure 1.1 we find conceptualisation of marketing by the non-business or non-profit organisations which
is also known as the third sector organisations. The religious organisations, social organisations, cultural organisations,
knowledge organisations, protective organisations, philanthropic organisations, social cause organisations need to
practise marketing. The motive is to improve the quality of services to make an attack on the image problem.

The business organisations practise marketing for profit generation whereas the non-business organisations
conceptualise it for protecting and promoting social interests. The marketing professionals need a new vision while
practising marketing in both categories of the organisations because profit is not the only motive even for the
business organisations. The marketing principles help professionals in improving the quality of decisions which
on the one hand simplify the task of profit generation while on the other hand also make ways for social orientation.
The corporate sector in general needs an attitudinal change. They are not supposed to produce and promote those
goods or services which directly or indirectly would harm social interests. In addition, they have also to open
doors for welfare channelisation by opening educational institutions, health care centres and hospitals and charities
and donations, health care centres and hospitals for natural calamities. The process is to increase their social participation
found essential for social orientation.
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Figure 1.1 Marketing for Non-business Sector
Source: Adapted from – Jha, S.M. Marketing Non-Profit Organisations, Himalaya Publishing House, 2004, p. 444.

In the face of aforesaid facts, it is right to say that the concept of marketing is now broadened and all types
of organisations can conceptualise it for getting the desired results. Making profits and serving the society are
the two motives which the marketers can fulfil if they are professionally sound. Professionalism helps them in
striking a balance between the organisations and social considerations are only for the non-business organisations.

A significant change in the concept and perception of marketing made possible a major change in the functional
responsibilities of marketing professionals. When we find marketing having managerial orientation, the approaches
such as managerial and behavioural studies, demographics, lifestyles and values play a dominating role in making
the marketing management activities also become significant where the professionals while making decisions assess
the marketing opportunities, formulate an ideal plan for the department, organize the marketing activities and as
a leader communicates and controls the functional areas. The management of marketing mix is found important
where the professionals make efforts to blend the different submixes in such a fashion that on the one hand, the
organisational interests of making profits are protected while on the other hand, the customers/users remain satisfied.

In the process of social orientation, we find focus on social interests. Social and ethical dimensions, quality
of life, public welfare activities, value orientation process, social advertising are found important in the very
context. The formulation of marketing mix also plays an important role to satisfy the consumers/users. The focal
point becomes the society around which the entire marketing activities and the decision making processes cluster.
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It is right to mention that such a shift in the concept of marketing is considerably influenced by the holistic
concept of management which has been getting priority attention of all categories of organisations. The new
developments in the marketing discipline are found applicable to all because even the profit making organisations
need to make it sure that the marketing decisions are not to harm the social interests. While producing and promoting;
they have to consider the short supposed to regulate the negative effects. Thus the social interfaces of marketing
cannot be confined only to the social services generated by the governmental organisations or other voluntary
social organisations. In a true sense, the focus is on social interests which can be subserved even the service generating
organisations irrespective of the fact that they work for making profits or social marketing. The motive of protecting
and promoting social interests cannot be a barrier in the organisational interests.

The aforesaid facts make it clear that from profit orientation to social orientation, we find a number of
turning points in the conceptual framework of marketing. This in a very natural way, makes a significant change
in the functional responsibilities of marketing professionals.

SOCIAL MARKETING : A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

About the concept of social marketing, a number of marketing experts have presented their views. The definitive
statement is yet to be presented. But we find it a branch of marketing concerned both with the uses of marketing
knowledge, concepts and techniques to enhance social ends as well as with the social consequences of marketing
policies, decisions and actions. The purview of social marketing is therefore, broader than that of the managerial
marketing. It refers to the study of markets and marketing activities within a total social system. 3

Kotler opines, “The societal marketing concept holds that the organisation’s is task is to determine the needs
and wants and interests of target markets and to deliver the desired satisfaction more effectively than
competitors in a way that preserves or enhances the consumer’s and society’s well-being.”4

Another expert says, “The social or societal marketing is thus related to the determination of social needs
and wants vis-à-vis subserving their interests which is possible when marketers make possible a fair blending
of social and commercial considerations in tune with the holistic concept of management.” 5

It is, important here to mention that the concept of social marketing focuses on application of marketing
principles keeping in view the public or social interests. It calls upon marketers to balance these considerations
in formulating the marketing policies, company profits, customer satisfaction and public interests. Conventionally,
the company concentrated on profit computation; then they recognised the long-term importance or satisfying
customers/users which paved avenues for the marketing concept, of late, they are planning for social interests.
The social marketing calls for synchronising all the three considerations. The main theme behind the theory is
to protect social interests. An organisation, of course has the right of manufacturing goods or generating services
and it is also important for them to promote but in the process, the decisions of marketing professionals should
not be instrumental in polluting the environment, air, soul and culture. The strategists have to protect and promote
the interests of emotionally-conflicted and behaviourally disturbed society.

Since the perception of society includes in its purview all the living beings, it is pertinent that the marketing
decisions are not to harm the interest of, even birds, insects, animals playing a positive role in maintatining the
ecological balance. Thus, we find social marketing indicating the extended nature of marketing responsibility in
a broader interest of sphere. Organisational interfaces with society becomes essential in the very context. Social
marketing gets to the very root of the functions and contributions of marketing in our total system.
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Figure. 1.2 Evolving Developments in Marketing Discipline
Source: Adapted from: Lazer and Kelley; Social Marketing, p. 5.

Social marketing thus involves sets of expectations that arise from the interfaces between the marketing activities
of businesses and the many publics that surround business. A fair blending of macro and micro dimensions is
found in social marketing. In the managerial marketing, the independent variables are the firm, profits, sales,
costs, personal selling, advertising effectiveness, and related factors whereas in the social marketing, the independent
variables are society. social costs, social values, social products and social benefits.

DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL MARKETING

In the industrial economy of the modern business world, we find social marketing emerging as an important
discipline. This is due to the fact that a majority of the organisations have not been assigning due weightage
to public/social interests. The goods manufacturing or service generating; the profit making or non-profit sectors
have been found undermining social interests. The boardrooms while formulating policies and the decision makers
while formulating strategies hardly consider interests of society which make ways for the emergence of new dimensions
in the marketing discipline.

An attitudinal change is found necessary to increase the contributions of an organisation to the process of social
transformation. The marketing professionals while making decisions need to make it sure that their decisions protect
and promote social interests or in no way their decisions are, instrumental in making an invasion on the social interests.
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An important dimension is related to the product/service mix that a professional formulates. It is but natural
that profit making organisations assign due weightage to the process of profit generation but in the process it
is also to be made sure that organisational interests do not stand as a barrier to the promotion of social interests.
The professional excellence of a marketer depends on the fact that how fairly he/she synchronises the three
considerations, such as: profit generation, customer satisfaction and social orientation. Products and the promotional
efforts are the two important areas where we find enough scope for serving and subserving social interests. The
automobile industry, leather industry, cement industry, glass industry, plastic industry, steel industry, many others
fail in according due priority to society, and nature. The increasing cases of environment pollution, air pollution,
water contamination, sound pollution and cultural pollution are a staunch testimony to the proposition that, even
till now the policy decision makers appear disinterested to the social problems. We cannot negate that in the
recent years, the organisations have been thinking over the problem and it is against this background that social
marketing has been gaining popularity. However we find it at the very nascent stage. The two internationally
acclaimed brands, viz., McDonald and Coca-Cola are not honest to the desired levels, if we talk about social
interests. of course, the hamburger served by McDonald is tasty but the fat contents in the fried chicken and
other items are found injurious to health. Coca-Cola has also been criticised for a disproportionate combination
of pesticides in the soft drinks offered by them, particularly in the developing countries like ours.

Not only the goods manufacturing but even the service generating industries also found in the process. The
educational institutions, hospitals and health care centres, political parties, government welfare departments, religious
organisations often fail in offering quality services to the users. In addition, the banks, insurance companies, transport
organisations, communication organisations, etc., have been found delaying the conceptualisation of social marketing.

The materials used for packaging must be environment friendly. In a majority of the cases, we find packaging
creating environmental problems. The organisations fail to regulate the recycling process and the customers and
civic bodies fail to manage. The use of poly bags is creating a number of problems. It is high time that the
policy decision makers accord top priority to the materials used for packaging and in addition plan for recycling
or waste management. Thus, we find packaging an important dimension of social marketing.

The promotional decisions have been found making an invasion on our culture. The defined principles of
social marketing make it essential that the slogans, posters, campaigns honour cultural patterns. The celebrities,
promoting the product – goods or services should remember the cultural requirements. The policymakers bear
the responsibility of using the promotional tools in such a way that advertising agencies find it difficult to promote
cultural pollution. We consider self-regulation the most effective device which would make the task easier for
the marketing and advertising professionals. The products like tobacco, alcohol, plastic, etc., need to be promoted
in a bit different way. The societal marketing principles make a strong advocacy in favour of a rigid regulation
for promotion either adopted by an organisation or by the government. Only a statutory warning is does not
serve our purpose. Promoting for the right cause, in a right way would be successful in regulating the process
of cultural degeneration. It is important to mention that the printing and publishing industry also need self-regulation
far checking the process of invasion. Promotion thus, is found to be an important dimension of social marketing.

The goods manufacturing and service generating industries have also to think in favour of social advertising.
It is not only sufficient that they make advertisements for their products. It is also important that they in addition
to the core advertisements also act in favour of those slogans having social orientation, such as problem of population
explosion, drug addiction, liquor consumption, masses become aware of their harmful effects. In tune with the defined
principles of social marketing, the corporations cannot be spared of social responsibility. They need to make social
advertisements much more creative. Thus, we find social advertising an important dimension of social marketing.

The statement made by the Research and Policy Committee (1971) talks about social responsibility6 which
would increase the areas for making decisions by the social marketers. Included are:

 Economic growth which is the assumed traditional responsibility.

 Education and training in the broad sense which includes more than schools and universities.

 Employment and the provision of opportunities for people.

 To realize and prove themselves vocationally and professionally of world class.

 Civil rights and equal opportunities for all including the minority group.
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 Urban renewal and development.

 “Pollution abatement including air, water, house, goods and temperature.” Culture and the arts are so
necessary for a total society.

 Conservation and recreation which focus on the use of parks and the natural resources.

 Health care including preventive as well as curative measures.

 Government relationships which extend well beyond anti trust laws and other regulations.

The evolving developments in society, increasing domination of a cross cultural society, emerging trends in
global and national economies are some of the important factors influencing and determining the scale of functional
areas for social marketing. We cannot negate that increasing impact of technology in the transformation of industrial
economy has made ways for the inclusion of new dimensions as the process of industrialisation has not been rational
to the desired level. When people start breaking the laws of nature; they have no option but to reap the consequences
in different forms. Of late, we find the marketing academics making a strong advocacy for the application of social
marketing principles even in the religious organisations and this is due mainly to the fact that perception of worship
is found changing which in lieu of protecting and promoting social interests is found very much active in paving
avenues, for a disorder in the social systems. The protection of humanity, humanism and human values is the main
thing which was expected from the religious organisations. If we find marketing effective in projecting a fair image
of the religious organisations, the process of mobilising financial resources would gain a momentum as people would
evince interests in offering charities and donations which would sub-serve the interests of all the living beings and
thus, social balance would engineer a sound foundation for the ecobalance.

The increasing intensity of industrialisation has resulted in a large-scale deforestation and thus, promotion
of afforestation programmes becomes an important functional responsibility of social marketers. We need to make
this planet earth a safe place for the society in totality. It is in this context that marketers have started favouring
green marketing which becomes a part and parcel of social marketing. The government department bearing the
responsibility of managing forest needs to conceptualise marketing. The manufacturing industries have to make
it sure that their product and packaging decisions are environment–friendly.

SOCIAL MARKETING: AN APPROACH TO PLANNED SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

The processes of economic transformation carry no meaning, if we find the development result not making
a significant contribution to the process of social transformation. We cannot negate that our economic transformation
programmes, have been engineering a sound foundation for the development of social evils. It is in this context
that we find a disorder in the social systems and a degeneration in the quality of natural environment. In a true
sense, we find the planet earth becoming unfriendly to the living beings in general. The mistakes committed by
the boardrooms and the strategists make it essential that our development planners and decision makers accord
due priority to the conceptualisation of social marketing principles in order that the social transformation programmes
gain a rapid momentum. The goods manufacturing as well as the service generating industries need to make it
sure that their development-oriented programmes do not harm social interests. While producing, packaging and
promoting they need to protect and promote social interests.

It was way back in 1952, that G.D. Wiebe raised the question7 “Why can’t you sell brotherhood like you
sell soap?” Such a question was due to the fact that we can sell communities in an effective way whereas the
selling social causes become ineffective. Again the best selling book of job McGinnis’s entitled, 8 The Selling
of the President, 1968, raised the problems related to social marketing which made a strong advocacy that you
can sell a presidential candidate like you sell soap. The statement of Nixon that we are going to build the whole
campaign around television with the help and cooperation of advertising professionals, public relations people,
copywriters, makeup artists, photographers and others which would make easier and effective the task of image
projection and the aura would make this man America’s most favourite brand. Of course we find social marketing
a promising framework for planning and implementing social change but the results depend upon the professional
excellence of executives who conceptualise and practice the same.

Unplanned industrialisation not only helps in development of effluent islands around the vast sea of backwardness
but also paves avenues for the pollution of natural environment. The increasing cases of social and ecological
imbalance are a staunch testimony to the proposition that we are not moving in the right direction. In tune with
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the defined principles of social marketing, it is pertinent that development planners forecast the positive and negative
effects of development-oriented programmes at first and only then switch on the conceptualisation process. This
helps them in regulating the harmful effects. The whole focus of social marketing is on social interests which
can be promoted by both categories of organisations either manufacturing goods or generating services, either
making profits or working as a non-profit organisation.

The goods manufacturing organisations also play an important role in the process of social transformation by
promoting the institutions to be instrumental in social development, such as, the educational institutions, hospitals
and health care organisations. In addition, they are found assigning due weightage to social advertising for controlling
the problem for population, liquor consumption, cigarette smoking, drug addiction, irresponsible sexual behavior,
nutritional deficiency,child care, environment pollution, water contamination and the allied problems. Not only this,
we also find them considerably contributing to sponsorship and cause related heads for countering the natural and
artificial problems. The contributions to the process of mobilisation of financial resources provide a conducive environment
for social development vis-a-vis the formation of human capital. They in the very context need to conceptualise
the modern marketing principles not only for solving the image problem but even for the formation of social overheads.

The service generating organisations either having a legitimate right of making profits or working with the
motto of serving the society find themselves efficacious of accelerating the rate of formation of human capital.
The educational institutions, hospitals and health care centres, political organisations, religious organisations, public
or private departments for social welfare though not having a legitimate right of making profits play a dominating
role in the process of social transformation. The conceptualisation of marketing principles helps them in resolving
the problems hampering their development and welfare-oriented plans. The process also simplifies the task of
building and projecting a positive image and for the same helps the process of resource mobilisation through
charities and donations.

In view of the above, it is right to say that social marketing makes ways for social transformation provided
the holistic concept of management is conceptualised in a right fashion. The efficacy of shouldering social costs
depends upon the managerial proficiency of an organisation. If they have to serve and subserve social interests,
the social marketers can simplify their task.

SOCIAL MARKETING PLANNING PROCESS

Integration of different mixes of marketing in an administrative process framework makes it essential that
the marketing professionals focus on the management of information with the help of marketing information system
or through change agency. The plans and messages are created and sent through channels to audiences and the
change agency monitors the results with the help of research and planning unit. We find change agency performing
in the face of multidimensional changes in the environmental conditions.9 A clear picture of the planning process
is found in Figure 1.3.
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Figure. 1.3 Social Marketing Planning Process
Source: Adapted from: Philip Kotler and Gerald Zaltman; Social Marketing: An Approach to Planned Social Change, p. 65.

The research unit plays a very effective role in the entire process. Of late, we find a technology-driven
marketing information system. which has simplified the functional responsibility of marketing professionals because
the related information from different areas and for different purposes help in improving the quality of decision.
The short and long-range marketing plans are formulated on the basis of information received from the system.
Smooth accessibility to primary, secondary, tertiary and miscellaneous markets is made possible and the different
sub-mixes are formulated in tune with the target markets. Pragmatism is found in the plans which simplifies the
implementation process. Professionalism of world class helps in making the process of plan implementation and
evaluation much more cost effective. The marketing decisions are found proactive.

RELEVANCE OF SOCIAL MARKETING

If the economic development processes start paving ways for socio-cultural confrontation, the development
processes must be reviewed. Willingly or unwillingly, we accept that the present society is testing the side effects
of industrial development which are now turning sour. At this juncture, the application of social marketing principles
would have a far reaching impact on the development processes. There are a number of factors to testify the
hypothesis that inclusion of public interests in the policy making processes of corporations would benefit organisations,
customers and society in many ways.

To an Organisation: At the outset, let’s clarify the relevance of social marketing to an organisation. The
existence of an organisation is very much related to the prosperity and well-being of the society. If the society
is found non-existent, we cannot imagine the existence of an organisation. An affluent society switches on the
development processes. If the defined principles of social marketing are practised in a right fashion, the demand
cycle would not take a rest. An increase in the number of prospects results in an increase in the size of a market.
And an increase in the size of a market results into an increase in the strength of an organisation. This provides
an opportunity to show the professional excellence vis-a-vis a healthy environment to prosper. The task of projecting
a positive image is found easier since an organisation finds it convenient to contribute sizeably to the social
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transformation processes. Formation of a positive organisational attitude is found to be a pre-requisite for an
unending success story. If we follow environment friendly, customer satisfying and socially acceptable marketing
principles, the task of long run survival and prosperity of an organisation in the business world is not to be questioned.
Against this background, it is right to observe that social marketing principles are relevant to an organisation.
It is important here to mention that social marketing principles do not stand as a barrier while generating profits
but are strongly opposed to profiteering. It is also to be clarified here that generation of profits by adopting
unfair, unethical and anti-social practices are known as profiteering.

To the Customers: Transformation of prospects into habitual customers is a tough task which the marketers
are supposed to perform. If an organisation works in tune with the holistic concept of management, the policy
decisions would naturally have a social orientation. The customers’ interests are involved in the essence of offering
quality goods or services at moderate prices. It is significant here to mention that the social marketing principles
advocate for a fair computation of costs and an optimal profit level which allows them to have a reasonable price
structure. This protects customers’ interests. In addition, the social marketing principles are also opposed to products
not friendly to the health of customers and the atmosphere in which they live. It is against this background that
a number of industries engaged in producing edible oils are against fat contents and cholesterol. The automobile
industry is found promoting research to regulate the smoke generation process. The leather industry is trying
to throw filtered water. The fast food industry is making efforts to serve healthy foods. Thus, the formation
of a positive organisational attitude is found possible and credibility for the same is, of course, to social marketing.
Not only this, the advertising agencies are now concentrating on designing and composing rational slogans, conveying
right messages and portraying culturally acceptable photographs and paintings. Of course, the efforts made by
some of the organisations are at the very nascent stage. If the organisations attempt sincerely to move forward
in the positive direction, the protection of public interests cannot be denied. The social marketing principles advocate
sensing, serving and guiding prospects in the right direction. A positive change in the organisational attitude would
pave ways for multifaceted positive services to the customers. If they think about nutritional awareness, if they
think about consuming healthy food items and if they get quality goods and services for which they are reasonably
charged, the social interests would be well guarded.

To the Society: The social interests are found well protected, if goods manufacturing or services generating
industries assign due weightage to the application of social marketing principles. The protection of society is very
much related to the protection and well-being of all the living beings. The principles advocate that marketing
decisions in no way ignore social interests. At the very outset, it is pertinent that planet earth is safe for all the
living beings. The multidimensional pollution problems are the negative effects of our unplanned development
and biased policy decisions. The water pollution, noise pollution, air pollution are found, of late, at an alarming
stage. We find social marketing relevant to the society since of late, the present and coming generations feel
unprotected. Formation and transformation of organisational attitudes in tune with the changing environmental
conditions pave ways for social orientation. The marketing of education helps in accelerating the rate of human
capital formation. The society is found conscious and organised. The afforestation programmes help in maintaining
the ecological balance. The marketing of hospitals or health care services help in controlling the death rate and
improving the quality of life. The marketing of family planning helps in controlling the birth rate. These positive
developments in the environment subserve social interests substantially. Since we find a code for media, the anti-
culture, anti-society and anti-national programmes are well regulated. In addition to the other social evils, the
menace of plastic can also be controlled sizeably. Of late, use of plastic packaging, packing and polythene carry
bags are found generating environmental problems.

Implications of Change

In the annals of industrial development, the philosophy underlying management behaviour has changed many
times. The change is found keeping pace with new discoveries in the external environmental conditions. To be
more specific the scientific inventions and innovations have been very much instrumental in strengthening the
industrial base of national economy. We appreciate a considerable increase in the disposable income of masses
but at the same time also oppose the implications of technological innovations.

The psychologists have studied the problem in-depth and based on their study results, we observe that formation
of social attitude is vigorously influenced by scientific inventions and innovations. The technological developments
simplify the process of economic transformation and gradually we find distribution of population from economically
backward areas to the developed one. The expanding economic activities in the society increase the discretionary
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income which throw a major impact on our lifestyles. Since the communication systems are highly sophisticated
and sensitive, we cannot regulate internationalisation of fashion, culture and civilisation. A culture based on comforts,
conveniences and materialistic gains, personal status invite multi-pronged social evils.

Change is a natural phenomenon. We do not find society static to be more specific when the scientific developments
take place. The process of change is found instrumental in the formation of social attitude. A change in attitude
governs behaviour. Thus, we find a correlation between attitude and behaviour. Social attitude governs the organisational
attitude and vice versa. If we find movement of change in the positive direction, it is welcome. Contrary to it,
a change in the negative direction jeopardises everything. If the multidimensional developments in the society
start paving ways for negative developments, e.g., erosion in ethical values, increase in unfair practices, social
tension and dissension, the coming generations become crazy. These negative developments in the society start
the process of cultural degeneration and socio-cultural confrontation. A number of organisations find it convenient
to fulfil the changing expectations of new generations. They get a strong foundation for development and prosperity
but just for a short duration. In due course, the negative developments start influencing the organisations adversely
which endanger the development and prosperity of an organisation. Sooner or later, they make a final goodbye
to the business environment since the institutionalised efforts make the task of existence difficult for those organisations
who plan to continue without revamping their policy decisions.

In the Indian perspective, the development processes have been found changing fast. The contours of development
have undergone radical changes during 1980s and 1990s. A basic change in the development philosophy keeping
in view the multidimensional changes around the world, is a crying need of the hour. If we just copy a style without
apprehending its implications, the society would be the ultimate sufferer. Haphazard development is always hazardous
which ultimately paves way for social imbalance. We welcome our efforts for promoting globalisation of the economy
but negate globalisation of culture and civilisation. We appreciate the efforts taken to make living conditions comfortable
by devising innovative devices but negate the same if these developments start invading on social peace and fraternity.
We welcome significant changes in the perception of management but negate the same if professionals fail in blending
social interests in our policy and managerial decisions. If we turn our eyes on the impact of present economic
transformation programmes on the transformation of society, the emerging developments in the environmental conditions
show a red, green and amber signal. Let’s hope that social issues are not only discussed in the boardrooms of corporations
but are conceptualised for making policies and strategies in the best social interests.

We do not find a justification for generating more smoke in the environment. This necessitates a change
in the priority order so that the system production promotes extensive research for devising new ways to minimise
the generation of smoke vis-a-vis to counter the side effects by promoting afforestation. We do not find a rationale
behind discharging industrial wastes into the rivers, lakes and seas making the water unsafe to all the living beings.
We do not find a sense for promoting such products which are environmentally hazardous. Currently, we find
these problems even in the Indian perspective. The need of the hour is to bring things on the rail.

Not only the goods manufacturing organisations but even the service generating organisations have also been
found aggravating the intensity of problem. The banks and insurance corporations have failed in motivating small
savers, the transport sector has not served the society satisfactorily. The infrastructural industries in general are
found in the same boat. The educational institutions in general and the primary schools in particular have miserably
failed in minimising illiteracy. The state managed hospitals have not been successful in offering even the basic
health care facilities to the poor, weaker sections of the society. The voluntary social organisations and charitable
trusts are yet to get a satisfactory answer to the problem of ethnic discrimination. These negative developments
in the society make it essential that corporate policies and strategies are innovative. And these innovative policies
are sizeably influenced by the slogan — marketing for social interests.

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING IN SOCIAL MARKETING

Of late, we find relationship marketing gaining popularity in almost all the organisations. Influencing the
impulse of potential users is considered essential for activating the transformation process and the building of
personal relationship with the potential and actual users injects life and strength to the process. It is against this
background that we find both the business and non-business organisations making professionalized efforts for
relationship building. Developing rapport with the actual and potential beneficiaries is considered essential for
relationship building. The marketing professionals select a sensitive segment, identify the loyal users and make
use of their experiences for influencing the impulse of others. It is but natural that a large-scale use of the transformation
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process not only provides a market to the professionals but also helps image building and image projection. Since
the marketing people make creative efforts, the general masses come to know the positive contributions of organisations
in serving and subserving the social interests.

We find a lot of debate about the conceptual aspect of relationship marketing. We consider it a paradigm
shift in marketing. A number of skeptics argue that it is really all about well-established business practices, of
course, drained up as something new. Conceptually, we find it a set as marketing tactics in which any interaction
between buyers and sellers is described as relationship is also considered database marketing. We also call it a
result of commitment, interdependence and trust.

The business organisations promoting social marketing take the support of cause-related and sponsorship
marketing. This benefits the organisations in two ways. On the one hand, they succeed in developing mass awareness
while on the other hand, their promotional efforts are found effective. By sponsoring events and by mobilising
charities and donations; they reach to the masses becayse we find the advertising and promotional measures throw
wing a telling impact. The organisations have enough examples to testify their contributions to the social welfare
activities. In addition, the efforts made for social advertising also help those segments of society who are found
insensitive to the emerging social evils. In the channelisation of social or social welfare activities, the marketing
people get an opportunity to develop rapport with the sensitive and vocal segments. The word-of-mouth communication
is found instrumental. The task of achieving the mission by justifying their existence in the society helps reverberating
the social transformation process. The business organisations taking part in the process are considerably benefited.

The non-business organisations take the support of holistic marketing. While striking a balance between the
organisational and social considerations; they make efforts to generate surpluses and mobilize charities and donations.
Besides, they also make efforts to get grants from government or private organisations. The multifaceted efforts
made by them make the organisations potentially sound. A large-scale increase in the number of beneficiaries
is found possible. Since a majority of the services offered by the non-business organisations are found active
in developing human and humane the rate of formation of human capital is found accelerated. The general masses
form a positive attitude. The significant changes in the field of education and health care facilities help non-
business organisations in conceptualising and promoting social marketing.

The educational institutions and hospitals and health care centers are the two important pillars of non-business
organisations. Since we find both of them significantly contributing to the mass welfare activities; the task of relationship
building is found easier for them. Like this, the political and religious organisations also promote mass welfare
activities. If we find all of them making consistent and concerted efforts to serve the society; the task of ‘relationship’
building is found easier. The educational institutions offering quality educational aid at an affordable fee, the hospitals
and health care centers serving even poorest of the poor without any degeneration in quality, the political parties
or organisations protecting and promoting public interests, the religious organisations serving humanity and mankind
become successful in sensitising the general masses and therefore, the task of relationship building is found easier
for them. The state managed welfare departments also get an opportunity to develop mass contact. If we find all
of them moving in the right direction and getting a success in achieving mission the beneficiaries develop a positive
opinion and the word-of-mouth communication simplifies the process of relationship building.

We find two-fold motives of relationship building. The first motive of non-business organisations is to serve
social interests whereas the second motive is to make the organisations potentially sound. This focuses our attention
on the financial health of non-business organisations which in a majority of the cases present a very gloomy picture.
Since we find them facing the problem of financial crunch, the task of enriching their potentials is found much
more complicated, specially in the developing countries like ours where the rate of human development and human
capital formation is found very low. The government educational institutions and hospitals find it difficult to
mobilise the mass opinion in their favour due mainly to the fact that they prove to be potentially weak. This
also adversely affects the process of relationship building.

The defined principles of social marketing offer tremendous opportunities for protecting and promoting social
interests. The holistic marketing makes it easier to build a positive image. If we find the business and non-business
organisations assigning due weightage to the principles of societal marketing; the relationship building becomes
easier as they get an opportunity to develop mass contact. The marketing professionals of both categories of organisations
need to build relationship of both categories of organisations either for the formation of a positive mass opinion
or for enriching their potentials. If we find the business organisations potentially sound; they succeed in making
profits which paves avenues for protecting social interests. Like this, if we find the non-business organisations
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potentially sound they succeed in enriching their potentials of bearing the social costs. In both the conditions,
we find enough scope for relationship building.

PLANNING MASS CAMPAIGNS FOR SOCIAL MARKETING

We consider campaign as an organized course of action to achieve a goal. Mass campaigns focus our attention
on the course of action to benefit the general masses. The organized course of action initiated and activated by
the corporate sector to benefit vulnerable segments and promote the social overheads to serve and subserve social
interests has been found drawing a priority attention of social marketers. Not only the non-business organisations
but even the business organisations bear the responsibility of conceptualising the defined principles of social marketing.
This, of course, helps them in achieving the mission because they are found in a position to justify their existence
in the society in different ways. By practising social advertising, they are found in a position to sense and sensitise
the masses to the harmful effects of social evils. By taking part in the process of cause-related marketing, they
contribute significantly to the process of serving humanity and mankind when the after-effects of natural calamities
make the living conditions much more difficult. By strengthening social assets such as educational institutions
and medicare and health care centres; they take part in the process of enriching human resources. The multidimensional
services of business organisations to serve and subserve social interests help them in achieving the mission. Like
this, the non-business or non-profit organisations also take part in the process of social transformation with the
only difference in degree and intensity as the business organisations also make profits whereas the non-business
organisations are supposed to concentrate themselves in stpengthening the social welfare activities.

Management in totality makes ways for striking a balance between organisational and social considerations
irrespective of the fact that we are concerned with business or non-business organisations. Since we find responsibility
of corporate managers increasing very fast, it is essential that they formulate a realistic plan for the course of
action to speed up the process of social transformation. It is against this backdrop that we go through the problem
of mass campaigns for social marketing. The corporate managers need to perceive the problem in a right fashion
which would help them in having an effective prescription to redress the grievances of poor people and backward
regions. The multifaceted efforts to be taken in the very context are:

1. Identifying the vulnerable segments and critical problems: In the process of formulating a pragmatic
plan, it is essential that corporate decision makers identify the segments and critical social problems in a particulai
command area, This will help them in estimating the financial requirements for making the budgetary provision.

2. Making financial allocation: In the face of estimated financial requirements, they need to make the budgetary
provisions. The budgetary provisions need to be made in the face of financial health of an organisation. The
non-business organisations need to improve their financial health by mobilising charities and donatious.

In addition, they should also make efforts to get grants from government and social welfare organisations
at national and global levels.

3. Selecting people to be involved: Both the business and non-business organisations are required to assign
due weightage to the identification of people to be deployed for activating and promoting the social welfare activities.
The people to be involved in the process must be sincere, honest, efficient, personally committed and value-based.
It is to be made sure that funds generated in the names of sufferers and deprived sections are not misused. The
corporate managers need to constitute a team of dedicated and like-minded people.

4. Selecting media to sense and sensitise: Creativity in advertisements and publicity need due attention of
corporate professionals so that the targeted segments are informed, sensed, sensitized and informed about the efforts
made or to be made. This would not only develop mass awareness but would also be instrumental in image building.
The general masses would come to know the contributions of business and non-business organisations to the process
of social transformation. It is but natural that the sensitivity rate of all the segments cannot be uniform. The
rural and illiterate segments need due treatment as in a majority of the cases we find them insensitive.

5. Getting the administrative support: While planning mass campaigns, it is also essential that the concerned
organisations make efforts to get the administrative support. This would help them in intensifying the welfare
activities as the supporting infrastructural facilities would be made available to them by the government administration.
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6. An appraisal: It is also pertinent that the corporate professionals make an audit of the measures targeted
and steps taken. The people performing excellently are to be rewarded whereas the people misusing funds are
to be punished. While making an appraisal, it is also significant that lapses and leakages at different levels and
stages are identified. The cases of managerial deficiency, inadequacy of finance or supporting infrastructural facilities
need top priority while formulating a new plan.

Planning mass campaigns is an important functional responsibility requiring managerial proficiency. This
is in tune with the defined principle of holistic marketing which is found influenced by the holistic concept of
management. An organized course of action makes it essential that corporate professionals develop their awareness
to the society. The concept of management in totality is not to be practiced unless and until the marketing professionals
develop their awareness of holistic marketing. They need to understand masses and their emerging problems. It
is only then the business or non-business organisations would be successful in achieving their mission.

BENEFICIARIES CONTACT PROGRAMME

Marketing social services need an in-depth study of beneficiaries. This makes it essential that the marketing
professionals understand the behavioural profile of beneficiaries in a right fashion who may or may not be the
ultimate users of services. For example, while marketing education services, of course, the students are the beneficiaries
as they happen to be the ultimate users but so far as the parents and other family members are concerned, we
also find them occupying an important place in the list of beneficiaries. In addition, the society as a whole is
found benefited as educated people render productive services to the nation and globe. Like this, when we talk
about the services of hospitals and health care centres, of course the patients are benefited but in addition, we
find even family members and nation enjoying the benefits, as the sound physique of masses makes place for
the development of a sound mind. The services of politician and religious organisations also benefit a large number
of people who may or may not be the direct users. When we talk about the services of social organisations and
government welfare departments, the list of beneficiaries is found to be very large. These facts make it clear
that behavioural studies should keep into consideration not only the ultimate users of services but the interests
of all who are directly or indirectly benefited from the services.

Developing contact with the beneficiaries requires a high degree of professional excellence so that the tailoring
or marketing of resources is in tune with the organisational and social interests. Since the potential users of today
are to be the actual users of tomorrow, the development of contact program requires organized and systematic
efforts. The formulation of marketing mix must be in such a way that the process of offering services is found
cost effective. The service-mix should have a wider coverage and the long continuing multiplier effects. The
promotional measures should consume the least possible time for offering the services. The gap between promises
and offerings delivery must be bridged. The people engaged in the process of delivfering the services need to
make their presence evident by showing uniqueness. They should have a special identity for injecting additional
attractions. The marketing people involved in the process need to be thematically sound, personally committed,
value-based and above all socially-oriented. This would help marketers in identifying and understanding the beneficiaries
and only then their levels of expectations would be fulfilled.

The marketing professionals in the very context need to move in a phased manner. At the very outset, they
need to make it sure that the policy decision makers develop their awareness of the needs and requirements of
beneficiaries. Since the services are found linked with the process of social transformation and providers belong
to both the public and private sectors, the marketing professionals should have an idea of the expected social
problems and the contracting organsational potentials.

The professional excellence of an organsation depends on its contributions to the process of socio-economic
transformation without insiting cultural pollution. We cannot negate that during yester decades, the development
planners have not taken into consideration the harmful effects of their economic transformation programmes. It
is against this background that we find economic transformation programmes paving wider avenues for socio-
cultural pollution. Since problems are concerned with society, the management thinkers have been found making
sincere and honest efforts for management in totality, based on the holistic concept of management and considerably
influenced by holistic marketing. In addition to the accomplishment of organisational goals, the organisations
in general now need to achieve their mission necessitating a change in our vision. The motive of beneficiaries
contact programme is not only to benefit the direct and indirect users but also to identify the levels of their expectations
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changing fast in the face of emerging technical tune. The significant developments in the field of information
and communication technology have been very much instrumental in bridging the communication gap. The marketing
professionals by enriching their knowledge bank related to the levels of expectations of beneficiaries may be efficacious
of formulating a sound marketing mix. Providing the maximum possible satisfaction to the beneficiaries is an
important functional responsibility before the professionals and for this purpose, they need to promote a technology-
driven marketing information system.

Receiving feedback from the beneficiaries is also considered to be an important dimension to improve the
quality of marketing decisions. By enriching the contact programme, the professionals would be in a position
to know the results of delivesing the services. Any distortion or delay in the process would timely be identified
with the help of a dedicated team of marketing people. Tailoring of marketing resources in the face of feedback
would make ways for qualitative transformation. The educational institutions, hospitals and health care centres,
political parties and the religious organisations, the non-government organisations, government welfare departments
no doubt need to know the level of satisfaction of direct users of services but at the same time they also need
to develop their awareness of indirect beneficiaries such as parents in the case of educational and health care
services and general masses in the case of services offered by NGOs and the government welfare departments.
An optimal blending of core and peripheral services in tune with the changing social environment is considered
to be a crying need of the hour.

ATTITUDES OF BENEFICIARIES

A marketing professional bears the responsibility of satisfying the customers/users but the task would remain
unfulfilled if he/she fails in diagnosing the attitudes of beneficiaries governing the mind and behavior users of.
Of course, the users are the direct beneficiaries of the services but we list many others in the group of indirect
beneficiaries of services. For example, the students are the direct beneficiaries of the services offered by educational
institutions but if we talk about indirect beneficiaries we find parents, guardians, relations, society, community
and nation getting the benefits in many ways. We find the same thing in the health/hospital services where the
patients are direct beneficiaries and attendarts, wards or even nahon are indisecl benefisiaries. In the banking
and insurance services, an individual engaged in the banking and insurance services, an individual engaged in
the process of mobilising savings is found a direct beneficiary whereas the relations and family members, society
and nation are found to be the indirect beneficiaries as the mobilisation of savings make ways for capital formation.

The above mentioned facts make it clear that beneficiaries are not only the customers/users and therefore
a marketing professional cannot think of promoting the business in a productive way unless an in depth study
of their changing attitudes is not undertaken formally and even this one must be scientifically organized. The
expectations of beneficiaries become significant to influence and persuade them. The levels of expectations if
studied in a right fashion would help a marketing professional in formulating a sound marketing mix,. since we
find change a natural phenomenon, the level of expectations of an individual or an institution cannot remain static.
A number of factors influence them and important among them are flow of information and the mode of transportation
as advanced technologies has changed the entire process due to a high level speed and accuracy. Since expectations
and satisfaction move together, a marketer cannot delay the process of studying and understanding the changing
behavioural profile of direct or indirect beneficiaries. If we are right in studying their levels of expectations,
the marketing decisions can be made much more proactive.

We agree with this view that educational institutions ignoring parents cannot be successful in motivating
the students as the decision making processes are jointly undertaken. A student cannot ignore his/her parents.
Thus, the expectations of parents vis-a-vis the expectations of students influence the decision related to enrolment.
Not only this, we find society and community and even nation developing and shaping expectations from educational
institutions and it is essential that marketers are well aware of the changing attitudes of beneficiaries and in this
context they need an indepth knowledge of the changing behavioural profile which would make possible a meaningful
connection between expectations and offerings.

Factors Influencing the Attitudes of Beneficiaries
The beneficiaries are influenced by a number of factors. In the context of attitudes, we go through the needs

and requirements, lifestyle, priorities, likes and dislikes, level of income and education forming the behavioural
patterns and influencing the attitudes. The formation of attitude in a technologically driven society is considerably
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influenced by the flow of information and communication. The transmission of information along with visual
exposition and presentation help formation of attitude. Thus, the marketing professionals while studying and
understanding the changing levels of expectations of beneficiaries need to go through the following. factors:

1. Use of information and communication technologies: The beneficiaries are the part and parcel of society
and therefore, the changes taking place in the society influence their behaviour. It is very natural that we find a
big difference between the society using traditional technology and another one using , ultra modern an technology.
The beneficiaries, direct or indirect get a opportunity of developing, their awareness if they live in an the social
system, where techniculture has a direct bearing on their attitudes. Of late, we find sophisticated information and
communication technologies gaining popularity in almost all the areas. The students, parents and attendants come
to know what their counterparts are getting in different parts of the globe and with the help of new technology,
they get it within a few minutes which govern their stimuli and form attitudes. Today, the beneficiaries have a
high level of expectations and the credibility for the same goes to the new generation of information and communication
technologies. All the service generating or goods manufacturing organisations need to identify the changing levels
of expectation and that they need to know about the impact of technology on the development and welfare sectors.

2. Mode of transportation: In an age of advanced technology, we find new modes of transportation minimising
the distance by maximising the speed. Thus, the formation of attitudes becomes possible as the beneficiaries and
potential beneficiaries get an opportunity for the fulfillment of their expectations. Information and communication
shape the levels of expectations of and transportation fulfils the same. Since we find new generation of. technology
governing the process of development, we find its imprint even on transportation and the potential beneficiaries
prefer to capitalize on the opportunities. The likes and dialikes, needs and requirements, priorities and lifestyles
helping the formation of attitudes in a technology driven society are sizably influenced by the mode of transportation
and therefore the marketers need to know about impact of new mode of transportation on the formation of attitudes
of beneficiaries. The emergence of corporate culture is due to the emergence of techniculture which has been
found redefining the concept of information, communication, and transportation. Command over speed open new
vistas of development which shapes the levels of expectations.

3. Level of income: The level of income is also considered to be an important variable affecting the attitudes
of beneficiaries. An attitudinal change is found in an individual if we find a significant increase in the level of
income. We cannot negate the emergence of corporate culture, in which there has been, a considerable increase
in the level of income of almost all the sections. The parents getting world wide information prefer to avail the
best quality of services which they can afford. It is also important to mention that due to an attitudinal change
they are becoming much more quality sensitive. This makes it essential that marketing professionals assign due
weghtage to the core and periphera1 services. The students or generally the users of services have a high level
and of expectations as they are willing to pay even the high fee structure or price if they are offered services
of world class.

4. Corporatisation process: Attitudes are also governed by the economic system adopted for the development
of national economy. If we find industrialisation with the help of corporatisation. and more so if we find corporatisation
of services sector of the economy, its imprint is found on the attitudes of beneficiaries. The domination of tertiary
sector in the development process makes ways for a basic change in the standard of living. A change in lifestyle
throws a major impact on attitudes.

5. Level of education: We agree with this view that education brings a radical change in the behavoural
profile of an individual. And in this context, if we find technical and professional education in a dominationg
position, the beneficiaries develop a new trait as they become much more conscious. Conversely, we find a different
condition if general masses develop a temptation or craze for general education. Presently, we find a different
scene as the technical and professional education have established an edge over the general education and because
we find a change in the system of education, the beneficiaries or potential beneficiaries develop a new mindset.

The abovementioned facts make it clear that attitudes of beneficiaries or potential beneficiaries cannot remain
static. Now it is upon the marketing professionals to develop their awareness of the changing attitudes of beneficiaries
so that they are in a position to understand them in a right way.

MARKETING MASS CONTACT PROGRAMME
Social marketing is found related to the mass social problems. If we talk about the role of social marketers

in the marketing of goods; they are supposed to sensitise the masses to the critical social problems such as high
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rate of illiteracy, problem of population explosion, consumption of liquor, problem of child labour, vaccination,
nutritional deficiency, dangers of communicable diseases, poor health care practices, food-prone diseases and so
on. Creating awareness is an important dimension of social advertising. In addition, we also find organisations
promoting through cause related marketing and sponsorship marketing which provide to them an opportunity to
promote. The concerned service generating organisations also bear the responsibility of serving and subserving
the society by offering quality services at an affordable price or free structure. Thus, in both the cases we find
social marketing contributing significantly to the mass problems and therefore, making contact programme much
more effective is an important functional responsibility of marketing professionals in both the related areas.

Identifying the potential beneficiaries, knowing about the areas where they reside, developing awareness of
the regional languages to be much more effective, assembling points of service users, segmentation of different
groups of customers/users, intensifying audio-visual exposure are some of the important points for organising
and conducting the mass contact program. Of course the motives are diverse as the organisations belong to different
categories. In this context, it is pertinent that multifaceted measures are adopted for making the contact programme
a successful venture to aware and sensitise the masses. The mission is the same as all of them attempt to justify
their existence in the society.

The marketing professionals through such a contact programme get an opportunity to develop mass awareness.
Not only this but we also find it a suitable point or place for promoting their product. They can display their
banners, posters, painting messages to promote their contributions to the development and welfare of general
masses. The professionals considered expert in the field of event management are used for organising and conducting
the event so that the masses are found aware of their efforts. This simplifies their task of incorporating the required
changes found easier for the professionals. The effectiveness of mass contact programme depends on the professionalism
used for designing the contact programme. We may consider it a foundation for building and developing personal
relationship. Of late we find relationship marketing gaining popularity and the process would keep moving even
in the days and years to come. The marketing professonals can organize the contact programme in different stages.

The first stage is to identify the potential beneficiaries with the motto of opening tremendous marketing
opportunities. It is possible for a professional to create new customers/users. After the identification of the segments
to be benefited, the professionals may think about the next stage.

The second stage in the process is to identify the location points of the direct or indirect beneficiaries. This
is essential for face to face communication for building the relationship. A frequent visit to their places would
make ways for developing personal relationship.

The third stage in designing a programme for mass contact is to develop awareness about the actual or potential
beneficiaries. For this, the professionals need to develop their personal contacts with the beneficiaries which would require
frequent dialogues or conversation. A knowledge of regional language would help professionals in developing rapport.

The fourth stage in the very context is to know about the common assembling points for the potential beneficiaries.
Places preferred by them for morning walk, clubs for youths and old citizens, functions and festivals, social calls
are some of the sensitive points where professionals would get an opportunity to develop frequent contacts. Professionals
would get an opportunity to develop frequent contacts.

The fifth stage is segmenting the beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries as they may belong to different age
groups with different traits and diverse behavioural profile. The levels of expectations if identified in a right way
would simplify the task of marketing professionals while designing a sound marketing mix. It is but natural that
the taste and temperament of diffesent begment Can ues be identcal in nature and character. Thus, a change in the
behavioural profile of different groups of beneficiaries can be studied and received in a right way.

The sixth stage in this context is to make use of supporting infrastructural facilities helping the process of
persuasion and transformation. Modern information and communication technologies are found much more effective
in the transformation process.

Programming mass contact is found essential for developing personal relationship. The concept of relationship
marketing if conceptualized with a professional and personal touch would help the marketers not only in studying
and understanding the potential beneficiaries but also in sensing, sensitising, persuading and transforming them
in an effective way.
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MARKETING AND GOVERNMENT INTERFACES

Of late we find significant changes in the marketing-government interfaces. The governmental impact on
marketing is evident by the sheer weight of governmental regulations. During the yester decades, we have witnessed
governmental decisions related to safety standards, methods for controlling air pollution, implied product warranties,
rules and regulations related to packaging, pricing and fee practices, advertising and promotional measures, credit
arrangements, information of mergers and conglomerates, pollution of water, noise pollution, making the policy
decision making practices difficult for the marketing professionals. The new challenges are due to interevention
of government. This necessitates development of theoretical bases and models for more responsive marketing systems.
The significant role of government as a regulator, arbitrator, stimulator, customer and even as a partner in modern
society makes it essential that the marketing professionals make ways for an attitudinal change. The socially responsible
action often requires enormous cooperation of rival firms and this may result in a violation of antitrust laws.
We can receive it in this way that meeting social obligations may simplify unlawful practices.

Reformulating public-private relationship is found important in the changing situtions. We find public issues
today attracting economists and lawyers. Actually things are becoming much more complicated as the expectations
of society related to social responsidility of the corporate sector has been found expanding day by day but the
competitive market conditions has been obstructing the process of meeting social obligations. However the corporate
social obligations would get a respectable position on the corporate development agenda. This is also due to the
fact that mounting intensity of competition would make it essential that the firms interested in excelling competition
succeed in crafting an image which is different to the rivals. It may be significant to mention that some of the
governmental regulations and actions may not foster the acceptance of social obligation by marketing. As for
example, the socially responsible action requires cooperation by the competing companies which they may or
may not get.

Thus, the marketing-government interfaces would need due attention of professionals as the policy decision
making practices particularly in the Indian perspective would require multifaceted changes. The’ increasing momentum
of libera1isation, no doubt would make the business environment much more volatile. An attitudinal change would
ultimately govern the decision making process. Thus, we find enough arguments in favour of self-regulation by
the corporate sector. They need to perceive marketing with a different vision which would help them in striking
a balance between the social and commercial considerations. They need a change in their attitudes where the policy–
makers would require to nurture empathy and personal philanthropy.

WHY SHOULD MARKETING BE INVOLVED IN SOCIAL ACTIVITIES?

 A majority of us even till date feel that marketing is only for profit making organisations and efforts to
broaden the responsibility would destroy the marketing activities in our society. But the altruistic notion on unselfish
conedrse is just reverse as this school feels that marketing is an institution of society which must pay due attention
to the social problems and considerably contribute to the well-being of society. The economic boundaries cannot
limit the scope of marketing because if the society is found prospering the marketing activities are found gaining
a rapid momentum. We cannot negate that marketing management depends upon the goodwill and resources of
society including air, water, communication facilities, transportation and so on and the approval of society costs.
The development of its social dimensions or contributions of marketing to the development and welfare of society
would be a return for the resources used by them for the conceptualisation of social responsibilities of marketing,
we find two streams of thought. The first is the self-interest of an organisation which creates a condition for
social orientation to justify its existence in the society. In addition, we cannot expect that the society not getting
returns would not have any reaction. The second stream of thought makes a strong advocacy in favour of involvement
of marketing in the social development process as a number of problems such as pollution, consumer discontent,
the quality of life, environmental degradation, unemployment, better products are created and aggravated by the
marketing decisions and therefore the marketing concepts and approaches are to be used to solve them.

Of course, all the problems are not due to marketing practices and therefore the accountability for the same
cannot be only on the shoulders of marketing professionals. If we find marketers significantly contributing to
the social transformation process, this helps them in the projection of a fair image. Thus, by participating in
the social development process, the marketing professionals activate the process of image building. They find themselves
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in a position to establish an edge over their rivals. The promotional efforts are found proactive as the messages,
campaigns and slogans based on the principle of social orientation make this organisation different to their rivals.

We agree with this view that marketing does have a stake in the social welfare process and therefore, marketing
must intimately be involved with social concerns.

SOCIAL MARKETING VS. MANAGERIAL MARKETING

The two terminologies here need a clarification. We are well aware of the fact that managerial marketing
focuses on matching organisation knowledge, resources and marketing opportunities. The professionals here assess
the marketing opportunities, activate and momentise planning and programming, make ways for marketing organisation
and leadership and engage themselves in marketing, audit and control. Thus, all the managerial functions are of
traditional nature where the marketing professionals show their managerial excellence in protecting and promoting
the organisational interests. In discharging their functional responsibilities, they make efforts to formulate a sound
marketing mix and by doing such, they serve and subserve the interests of organisation vis-a-vis the consumers/
users. If their efforts are professionalized, they can touch the target. But this is one side of the coin or just one
part of the total organisational perspective as any organisation cannot or should not ignore social interests as failing
which albeit their existence in the society may be questioned.

If we talk about social marketing, our focus must be on social needs and impact of their needs on the organisation.
The marketers in this context bear the responsibility of making an assessment of the social opportunities and
therefore, they may formulate a plan for the social contribution activities. They in the very context are supposed
to make a strong advocacy in favour of corporate social responsibility and further to make an evaluation of their
role in the changing perspective. As a social marketer, the formulation of a sound mix is made possible where
social, cultural and natural variables are found significant.

The above mentioned facts make it clear that in the present day world where we find organisation in general
facing numerous problems, the role of marketing professionals remain incomplete if they do not consider their
role in the face of emerging social problems. Since a number of mistakes have been committed in past which
has made an invasion on social, cultural and natural interests, it is of prime importance that marketing professionals
serving an organisation make ways for an attitudinal change. Synchronising organisational and social interests
is considered to be a crying need of the hour as we find social, cultural and natural hazards increasing very fast.
Opening new avenues for the development and prosperity of a prosperous society would benefit an organisation
in many ways as the organisation would not only be successful in protecting and promoting the organisational
interests but in addition would also make new ways for opening of new opportunities, new customers and new
markets. The Figure 1.4 clarifies the same. The traditional marketing in the modern society is to be replaced
by a contemporary marketing which would ensure a shift in the predilections to cater to the changing requirements
of new society and the new environment.
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SOCIAL MARKETING IN INDIAN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Not too long ago, even till 1980s, the perception of a family in India was that of a group of people. Though
the process of disintegration in the traditional concept of a family started rearing its head since the very beginning
of 1980s, it was, of course, at a nascent stage till the end of the decade. Credit for this disintegration goes to the
industrial revolution followed by electronic revolution which paved the ways for a change in the behaviour of different
family members, specially kids, teens and youths.10 Since very beginning of the decade of 1990s, we find a basic
change in the lifestyles. A fundamental change in the industrial policy gave birth to economic liberalisation which
paved the ways for socio-cultural liberalisation vis-a-vis, the cultural degeneration. what agricultural revolution of
3000 years could not do; what industrial IT revolution of 300 years could not do was made possible by the revolution
of 30 years which opened new doors for an invasion on the Indian culture. A transformation was thus found apparent
in almost all the areas. Social scientists accept the fact that scientific inventions and innovations open doors for
multidimensional transformation. It is against this background that a change in the organisational attitude and behaviour
made it inevitable to safeguard the social interests. Our experiences regarding the developed countries of West testify
that cultural movements pave avenues for the lifestyles based on comforts, conveniences, personal gains, pleasure
and open sex. In the transformation process, we forget the hidden negative effects of economic transformation on
social transformation. At this critical juncture of socio-cultural confrontation, and degeneration in ethical values,
the conceptualisation of social marketing principles is found relevant.

Of late, we find social degeneration process gaining a rapid momentum in India. An apparent change in
the lifestyles of masses cannot be overlooked.

The emergence of corporate culture has made possible a radical change in the lifestyles of masses. The techniculture
has been opening new vistas for the corporatisation of almost all the sectors of development such as primary,
secondary and tertiary. The increasing domination of tertiary sector in the transformation of national economy
has been influencing the lifestyles. The burgeoning middle class has been found considerably influencing the demand
position. The increasing flow of information due to frequent use of new generation of information and communication
technology has been bringing an attitudinal change which has thrown a telling impact on the behavioral profile
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of almost all segments of society. Consequently we find a change in the hierarchy of needs. Since avenues are broadened
for increasing the level of income, we find masses now actively engaged in multiplying their material assets. This
is paving ways for social tension. The inventions and innovations in communications have resulted into the mushroom
growth of TV channels. Even the national network is not serious to the quality of programmes. The censors or certification
board is found very liberal to the negative attitudes of kids, teens and youths. The scenes covering bedrooms, violence
are throwing far-reaching impact on the present society. Against this background, we feel that social marketing principles
are found relevant to the Indian society. To be more specific the sensitive goods and service generating organisations
are found completely derailed. The need of the hour is to bring them back on the rail.

We are aware of the fact that social marketing principles focus on blending of three features in the corporate
policies and strategies, e.g., profit generation, customer satisfaction and social orientation. Of course, we find
some of the organisations not-for-profit making but of late very strangely, we find a change in the perception
of profit which is allowing even hospitals to exploit users. In the Indian society where a majority of the people
are poor, we do not find any justification that even hospitals become instrumental in devaluing social and ethical
considerations. The same trend is found even in the private educational institutions.

Let’s turn our eyes on the industrial development scenario in the Indian economy. A good number of goods
manufacturing industries fail in assigning due weightage to public interests. Pollution generating industries in
general fail in considering the locational factors. The automobile industry fails in regulating the smoke generation
process and subsequent side effects. The leather industry is found discharging its waste into rivers and contaminating
the water. The disposable product industry is being promoted. The glass and cement industries are also aggravating
the magnitude of the problem by polluting the environment. The fast food industry is found offering fat contents
in their food items. The edible oil and dalda producing industries are not serious to the cholesterol problem.
And many others are endangering public interests by producing and promoting products not found environment
friendly. Do we find it a right practice?

The magnitude of the problem aggravates further when we find advertising agencies very much instrumental
in motivating the prospects, irrespective of the fact that goods or services directly on indirectly are invading on
our social interests. A large scale deforestation is found generating the problem of environment and we are not
so serious to our afforestation programmes. We have been successful in controlling the death rate but the birth
rate is still around 2 per cent per annum. The family welfare measures are not welcome by those sections who
are contributing sizeably to the problem.

The TV culture has not only spoiled the affluents and urban elites but even the poor rural population. They try to
copy the lifestyles of urban elites, involve themselves in unethical practices and invite social tension. The materialistic personal
gains are found establishing an edge over the time-tested social values. In the Indian environment, the policy makers have
also to think about the mobilisation of small savings which is becoming more difficult due to a change in the lifestyles.

In view of the aforesaid problems, it is need of the hour to promote social marketing which could help minimise
the social evils found multiplying like a viral disease or expanding like wild fire. We welcome policies and strategies
biased to the transformation of economy but have also to be careful that social evils are regulated. The social marketing
principles focus on the positive and negative effects of managerial decisions. The advertising for social issues helps
us in many ways if we find creativity in our slogans. The brainwashing of prospects is found pertinent to influence
their impulse buying. In the Indian business environment, the prospects in general need such information which
help them in regulating the social evils. The slogans related to smoking of cigarettes, chewing of tobacco, drinking
water, sanitation, nutritional awareness, population explosion, civic sense, cultural values, afforestation, etc., can
play an effective role in transformation. In the social advertising, we do not find any scope for false and misleading
slogans. This would help the Indian masses in knowing the properties and identifying the side effects. Advertising
for social issues would help masses in identifying the emerging challenges. Here, it is impact generating that advertisement
slogans are creative. We cannot ignore that creativity would make possible sensitivity which would make our slogans
effective. The advertising agencies and media are supposed to play here a significant role.

A study by Tata Research Institution reveals that India is losing at least 10 per cent of its national income
due to environmental degradation. It says that availability of fresh water has declined by two-third, the area affected
by soil degradation has increased by almost 800 lakh hectares, spelling doom or an adverse condition for high
agricultural productivity. Forest area has, no doubt, increased by four per cent but half of it is covered by lowdensity.
Livestock grasing is three times the desired level and cultivated land per capita has halved. Class I and class II
cities generate around 2,000 crore litres of sewage waste water per day but only one-tenth is being treated. 11
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Another study by the Centre for Science and Environment reveals that the air in most cities and towns is
frighteningly polluted. Nearly 52,000 people die prematurely every year in 36 cities by inhaling impure air. The
single biggest culprit is the petrol and diesel vehicles. Also fouling up or polluting the air are urban industries.
The number of people suffering from illness as a result of pollution which require hospitalisation has increased
from 19 million to 26 million. The air quality of at least 20 cities is now classified as dangerous. Two-stroke
engines, poor fuel quality, outdated automotive technologies, lack of traffic management and highly polluting
industries have rendered the air poisonous. The government has, as per a study by Centre for Science and Environment
(CSE) failed to reduce the high level of sulphur in diesel.

Forests are being felled at a faster pace. The rate is so high that the cumulative effects of erosion, salinisation
or high salt content in the soil, waterlogging and nutrient depletion lead to economic loss of up to ` 23,0000 crores
by the end of 1997. Statistics reveal that the actual forest cover in India is not 19 per cent but 12 per cent.

The aforesaid facts are a mute testimony to this proposition that the environmental problem is likely to be
more alarming. All the four metros are really under heavy pollution. Situation is no better even in small cities
like Pune, Bhopal and Agra. Bhopal is slowly turning into a gas chamber where the pulmonary problems have
increased by 20 per cent. Ludhiana, once described as the Manchester of Punjab, is fast becoming one of the
most polluted centres in the northern India. In Agra, emissions from 70,000 generators used to meet electricity
requirements are ruining the beauty of the Taj Mahal.12

The aforesaid alarming conditions in the Indian business environment make it essential that the policy makers
make sincere efforts to minimise the mounting social evils generated heavily due to the haphazard industrial
development. The marketers are supposed to play here an outstanding role by innovating their decisions. We accept
the fact that the task is difficult but not so difficult as we think. The root-and-branch cause for the increasing
unfair and unethical practices in the business environment is a contraction in the ethical values. The governmental
regulations would hardly serve the purpose unless a change in the organisational attitude is made possible. The
emerging social evils make a call in favour of institutional efforts where like the developed countries we need
support of voluntary social organisations in making an assault on the problems.

We welcome scientific inventions and innovations but the development processes should not undermine the
social, cultural, ethical, philosophical and theological implications. This is significant to establish a balance between
economic development and public interests. Almost all the organisations either producing goods or generating
services have to market in such a way that the three elements, e.g., profit generation, customer satisfaction and
social orientation, are fairly synchronised in their policies and strategies. So far as the not-for-profit organisations
are concerned, they have to adopt such a marketing policy which makes available to the masses the services of
world class at an affondable price or fee.

Despite a number of constraints, we find some good auguries in the Indian environment since some of the
leading organisations have been found promoting research to answer pollution questions. A Tata enterprise, Telco
is planning to develop an engine that meets all the pollution standards. It is also important to mention that Telco,
a leader in the field of automative technologies has been doing a lot to promote cause related marketing in the
best interests of society. However, this is only the beginning.

In the Indian environment, we need application of social marketing principles not only to protect the social
interests but also to enrich the organisational interests. The sensitive issues are:

 to increase the rate of human capital formation,

 to control the birth rate,

 to develop basic civic amenities,

 to promote afforestation,

 to mobilise small savings,

 to enrich medicare facilities,

 to make the communication systems socially productive,

 to develop quality people for politics,
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 to improve the functioning of day-care centers,

 to make the NGOs socially productive, and,

 to bring qualitative improvements in red cross.

The conceptualisation of social marketing principles would make ways for social transformation. There would
be significant change in the quality of life which would increase the rate of human capital formation. A positive
trend of development in the human quality life index (HQLI) would engineer a sound foundation for multifaceted
qualitative transformation.

The application of social marketing principles has not been found getting due attention of goods manufacturing
organisations which has been found obstructing the process of social transformation. If we talk about the corporate
societal responsibility; our focus must be on the social advertissing through which the organisations may contribute
to the mass-sensitisation process. The increasing uses of use-and-throw product particularly after globalisation
has been aggravating the problem of environment but we find organisations in general becoming insensitive to
the problem of managing industrial wastes. We appreciate the contributions of electronics to the development
process but keep ourselves unaware of the management of electronics wastes. The defined principles of social
marketing makes it essential that the concerned organisations accept the responsibility of managing the industrial
wastes and in addition even aware the society of the dangers of wastes which may turn to be hazardous. We
find a very few of the organisations taking part in the development of parks, instrumental in providing medicare
facilities to the weaker sections of the society or evincing keen interests in minimisiing illiteracy. They are not
sincere even while making use of packaging materials. They are not honest to the enviromental problem because
we find them discharging polluted water in the sea and rivers without any treatment. They throw smoke from
the chimneys but are not serious while promoting afforestation. What to talk of other considerations when we
find them dishonest, even while computing costs and making profits.

The above mentioned facts make it clear that particularly in the Indian perspective, the social considerations
do not get priority attention of the corporate policy makers. The marketing professionals have no option but to
champion their interests even at the cost of social interests. It is in this context that we focus on attitudinal transformation
particularly in the boardrooms failing which the marketing professionals would find it difficult to strike a balance
between organisational and social considerations. Profit making is, of course, their legitimate right but not at
the cost of society. They should not promote the policy “just for profit”. They should not forget that the prosperity
of a Kingdom is found in danger if the King does not promote his subjects. This necessitates an attitudinal change.
This focuses on empathy and personal philanthropy.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, you have gone through the foundation of social marketing. Before starting the next chapter,
be sure that the following facts are well versed:

Society: Society is a system that provides a healthy environment to all the living beings. It is the web of
social relationships which is found changing.

Emerging Social Issues: The emerging social issues in the present day world are environmental pollution,
population explosion, illiteracy, poor health care facilities, contraction in the mobilisation of savings, mounting socio-
cultural confrontation, social tension and dissension, inadequacy of safe drinking water, poor sanitation services,
value erosion in society and production of a number of items harming the society and nature in different ways.

Social Marketing: Social or societal marketing is related to the determination of social need and wants.
It is marketing to promote social interests. It is a managerial process of conceptualisation of modern marketing
principles in the social-oriented services. We also consider it a process of blending three elements in the marketing
decisions such as profit generation, customer/user satisfaction and social orientation.

Broadening the Concept of Marketing: Of late we find application of modern marketing principles in
almost all the areas. The justification of marketing is now sought in the social as well as in the corporate context.
Thus, the areas of application are now broadened resulting into its application in the third sector organisations.

Dimensions of Social Marketing: The important dimensions of social marketing are virtually influenced
by the changing organisational and social attitudes. If the society is conscious, the policy makers have no option
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but to assign due weightage to social interests. The emerging dimensions focus our attention on socially and
environmental friendly marketing decisions.

Social Advertising: We consider social advertising a sensitive tool of social marketing which focuses on
advertising without invading on the time tested norms. We also find it advertising to sensitise the society with
the motto of regulating the social evils.

Social Marketing : An Approach to Planned Social Transformation: We find social marketing a promising
framework for planning and implementing social change. Social transformation with the help of social marketing
makes ways for marketing the social causes.

Social Marketing: Planning Process: This is integration of different mixes of marketing in an administrative
process framework. In the process we find creation of plans and messages transmitted through channels to audience
and monitoring by the change agency.

Relevance of Social Marketing: The application of societal marketing principles have a far reaching impact on
the development processes. There are a number of factors to testify the hypothesis that inclusion of public interests in
the policy decision making processes of organisations would benefit organisations, customers and society in many ways.

Implications of Change: The philosophy underlying management behaviour has changed many times. The
change is found keeping pace with new discoveries in the external environmental conditions. The process of change
is found instrumental in the formation of attitude. A change in attitude governs behaviour. Social attitude governs
the organisational attitude and vice versa. The expanding economic activities in the society increase the discretionary
income which brings a radical change in our lifestyles. The emergence of a culture influenced by comforts, conveniences
and materialistic gains and personal status invite multi-pronged social evils.

Relationship Building in Social Marketing: Of late we find relationship marketing gaining popularity. Influencing
the impulse of potential users is essential for activating the transformation process and the building of personal relationship
with the potential and actual users.

Planning Mass Campaigns for Social Marketing: Mass campaign focuses our attention on the course of
action to benefit the general masses. The multifaceted efforts to be taken in the very context are identifying the
vulnerable segments and critical problems, making financial allocation, selecting people to be involved in the
process, selecting media to sense and sensitise the target, getting the administrative support and making an appraisal
of the steps undertaken and target achieved.

Beneficiaries Contact Programme: The beneficiaries are of two types such as direct and indirect. The
direct beneficiaries are the users whereas the indirect beneficiaries are those segments who are also benefited.
The marketers need to develop contact with both categories of beneficiaries. They also develop contact for getting
the feedback of beneficiaries. Tailoring of marketing resources in the face of feedback received would make the
marketing decisions much more effective.

Attitudes of Beneficiaries: The marketing professionals here study and understand the behavioural profile
of beneficiaries. Identification of right levels of expectations helps in satisfying the beneficiaries. The factors
influencing their attitudes are information and communication technologies, mode of transportation, level of income,
corporatisation process and level of education.

Marketing Mass Contact Programme: Identifying potential beneficiaries, knowing about the areas where
they reside, developing awareness of the regional languages to be much more effective, assembling points of service
users, segmentation of different groups of customers/users, intensifying the audio-visual exposure devices are some
of the important points for organising and conducting the mass contact programme.

Marketing in Social Activities: The involvement of marketing in the social activities is found essential
to regulate the multifaceted evils.

Social Marketing vs Managerial Marketing: Managerial marketing focuses our attention on matching
organisational knowledge, resources and marketing opportunities whereas the social marketing draws our attention
on consumer-citizen needs and impact of their needs on the organisations. Corporate social, cultural, ethical,
philosophical and theological implications. This is significant to establish a balance between economic development
and public interests. The process of industrial transformation in the Indian perspective has opened doors for a
number of negative developments but we also find good auguries as some of the leading organisations have been
found promoting research to answer pollution and other problems.
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Social Marketing in India Business Environment: The emergence of corporate culture has made possible
a radical change in the lifestyles of general masses. The increasing domination of material culture has made ways
for the development of a number of social evils. The goods manufacturing as well as the service generating industries
need to assign due weightage to social interests. It is in this context that we find social marketing gaining popularity
even in the Indian context.

KEY TERMS

 Corporate Culture  Symphonies

 Techniculture  Evangical Movements

 Mew Wave Culture  Fraternal

 Social Marketing  Spare

 Social Advertising  Trade Associations

 Holistic Approch  Trade Unions

 Relationship Building  Synchronisation

 Contours  Relationship Marketing

 Social Evils  Mass Communnication

 Managerial Marketing  Religious Organisations

 Social System  Mass Campaigns

 Material Culture  Relationship Building

 Ecological Balance  Mass Contact Programme

 Literacy  Relationship Sector

 Sanitation  Non-profit Sector

 Medicare  NGOs

 Potable Water  Behavioural Patterns

 Afforestation  Thematical Competence

 Human Capital  Professional Excellence

 Deforestation  Activism in Parenthood

 Lobbyist  Red Cross

 Political Organisations  Vistas

 Political Marketing  Peace Group

 Political Services Marketing  Racial Group

 Family Planning  Tertiary Sector

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Focus on the emerging social issues in the Indian perspective.

2. “In an age of environmental disaster, population explosion, socio-cultural confrontation, social tension and
dissension, the marketing professionals are supposed to play an outstanding role “Explain the instrumentality
of a professional in controlling these problems.

3. Define Social Marketing. Explain its relevance to an organisation, customer and society.

4. Throw light on the emerging dimensions of social marketing.

5. Justify relevance of social marketing in the present business world.
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6. What do you mean by Relationship Marketing? Explain relationship building in social marketing.

7. How and in what way you would plan mass campaigns for social marketing? Explain

8. Focus on the mass contact programme for social marketing.

9. Explain the changing attitudes of beneficiaries of social services in the Indian perspective.

10. ‘The changing organisational attitudes determine the dimensions of social marketing.’ In the light of this statement
discuss the new trends in the organisational and social attitudes.

11. Write Short Notes on the following :
(a) Marketing and Government Interfaces.

(b) Involvement of Marketing in Social Activities.

(c) Social Marketing Planning Process.

(d) Social Marketing vs Managerial Marketing.

(e) Implications of Change.

12. Write a descriptive note on the conceptualisation of Social Marketing in the Indian Business Environment.
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